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Important Note of Introduction:    
The timely arrival of this very special Insoulment offers a profound glimpse into the 
ever-present love that is held for all sentient beings on the journey of expansion.   
While all Insoulments to date have been delivered live through Sri Ram Kaa and Kira 
Raa and later transcribed, this particular Insoulment was clearly instructed to be 
delivered as a written text as explained within the contents.   
 
Kira Raa was physically unable to deliver this message in any other form. She found 
herself unable to speak or move from the computer keyboard until the entirety of the 
message was delivered through her hands! 
 
This is a PRIMER to ALL Archangelic Insoulments that have ever been gifted and for all 
to follow!  This is a timeless gift that you will read when you are ready to step into a 
greater expansion of your divine self.   
 
You are encouraged to read, re-read and digest this message.  Then, gift yourself with 
visiting the Self-Ascension library of messages and allow your guidance to decide 
which message is yours to decode and fully integrate.   
 
This primer allows the full miracle of Self-Ascension to expand exponentially through 
you, with you and as you. May your journey of self-discovery be extraordinary! 
 
With GREAT love and presence, 

Sri & Kira 
 
11.28.22 Post script.  Today the St. Germaine It-Self called out and invited this 
experience to be up-leveled for the benefit of ALL! 
 



 

 

The Unified Stream of the Crystalline Brethren Speak  
as the St.Germaine IT-Self through Master Lady Kira Raa 

 
We come to YOU... today... as a single unified stream of the Crystalline Brethren. We 
manifest into multitudes of forms to serve those seeking the remembrance of their 
divine BEing-ness.  We offer this sharing as a form of great clarity. We chose this 
form of deliverance so that “no one voice” may disturb the presence we offer 
YOU...NOW.  
 
This the primer1. Within it, YOU... will discover, the code of codes to unlock the 
greater revelations from within thy-self.  This is not to say we will not speak to thee 
again, quite the contrary: ALL speech through this vessel will from this moment 
forward, carry a greater depth of experience for thee. 
 
We offer this with great joy. IT IS... a means to assist thee to fully prepare and 
release all doubt, fear and judgment.   
 
Your world moment is entering a vast experience that will determine the future of 
the perceived now.  It is yet another crossroads.  These crossroads in your “recent 
history” were present in 1917, 1931, 1942, 1975 and 1999.   
 
August 2013 was another crossroads. The balance of your collective future 
experience is being chosen by ALL of humanity.  This energy increased fully into the 
crossroads moment that of 2017 and the culminating crosse road of 20222. 
 

As you read this, it is important to remember... 
there exists both the collective future and the “future” of your soul’s 

expression.  ALL “futures” are part of the illusion. 
Each of these futures are yours to journey through. Your divine spark of 

crystalline light will guide you without any hesitancy.  
Of this, YOU... can be assured. 

 
Let us reveal more to you now.  In this moment, IT IS... the time without words. The 
moment of the releasing of the densified addiction to words and their perceived 
meanings.   
 

When you gather to hear us speak, YOU ARE... in a divine state of energy.  
This offers YOU... a great energetic re-membrance that transcends  

all words that have ever been spoken. 

 
1 A primer is a simple “book” that allows a subject to be fully understood. A key that unlocks greater revelation. 
2 This is the original date as given in 2013.  The 2022 uplevel of this paragraph was to merely reflect that which has 
been and that which will be. 



 

 

 
This state of energetic alignment assists thee to go beyond the mind perceptions.  To 
experience the words as what they are…energy.  IT IS... a gift you give to your-self.   
A moment that can extend into all moments with conscious attention. 
 
For many, after the initial gathering, a moment of density arises and wants to 
analyze the words. It wants to categorize and interpret the words.  Often times the 
tonality of “a voice” is also brought into the response to the words that are offered.  
These are all normal realms of the density experience and another reason why we 
offer YOU... this primer. 
 

Within the vast majority of the words that have been offered to thee3, we offer 
the gifts of many ways to move the form through practices of soul connection4.  

  
All of these movements of the body and breath carry forward 
 to thee a great energy from the eternal heart of the universe.   

This energy arises through the form of density and breathes renewed 
connectivity with the divine soul of crystalline light.  This union then magnifies 

all sacred and sincere intention of your divine BEingness. 
 

This one single message is THE Primer for ALL Insoulments.   
To allow your-self the precious gift of integrating the greater presence of ALL 
Insoulments. To say YES to your divine nature! Restored. Refreshed. Renewed. 

 
Smile and feel great joy!  This is a moment YOU called for! Your call has been heard 
with love and presence throughout the universe.  The use of the primer is simple. 
We offer this to you as steps for ease. 
 

1.   Invite your-self to discover a message that calls to you.  It does not matter 
what message it is or how you make your selection. Trust your heart to 
decide. Try to avoid your mind making this decision for you!  And! Part of the 
selection is to witness any judgment of the self as you engage in the process. 

2.   Gaze at each line of your chosen message as an entire message unto it-self.  
Relax and simply read one line. Then, set the message aside and be present 
with that one line.  You may need to read several lines to first unveil a line 
that calls to you. With practice of the primer, you will discover the richness of 
virtually every single sentence. 

3.   Allow your-self to FEEL and Experience the words without limitation. Fully 
gift your-self with this moment.  Read and re-read the line. Gift your-self with 

 
3 This is a direct reference to all the Archangelic Insoulments delivered through Sri & Kira. 
4 Referring to the multitude of Self-Ascension practices that have been revealed through 20+ years of continuous 
Insoulments. Discover more at www.SriandKira.com 



 

 

an unrestricted amount of time to uncover the depth of the message. 
 
You may discover that your first attempt at using the primer invites a full month or 
longer with one message. Wonder-full!  You may wish to begin a journal of your self-
discovery through the process. Your practice will unlock greater treasures. 
 

Be assured! As YOU... gift your-self with patience and daily connection, you will 
unveil the deeper codes of the universal mysteries.   

We have revealed them ALL to YOU... in many different ways and will continue to 
do so for the benefit of ALL! 

 
The sacred intention and gift of divine universal encoding is to invite each BEing to 
explore ALL messages at the pace that serves their personal evolution.  IT IS... with 
great love and respect, that we have answered your call to be present to your life 
experience now. We honor your pathway without question. 
 
YOU...ARE... a divine BEing who has and will continue to journey through the divine 
presence of crystalline light!  YOU... have discovered this message because it is your 
moment to discover it.   

Through this discovery of the primer and the 
Insoulments… 

Some will see simplicity. 
Some will see confusion. 

Some will see clarity. 
Some will see in-lion-ment. 

 
This is the journey of the divine oneness: 

To allow the all-ness to express its fullness 
without limitation. To relax into 

 your experience without judgement  
of self or others. 

 
To fully stand as a witness with divine 

patience and compassion for the journey of 
each beloved spark of the crystalline light. 

 
To embrace this experience while in form   is 

to fully KNOW the divine gift of the self as the Mastery Self-Ascended Presence. 
 

Once this gift is discovered, Unwrapped, and put to use, the cycle of attachment 
completes and the cycle of divine unification begins.   

Welcome home to YOU, BEloved ONE! 


